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ABSTRACT 

 

Increasing the galvanizing line speed is challenging for reducing production costs while steel 

customers still demand high coating quality without any surface defects. A lot of galvanizing lines 

are presently reaching speed about 160 m/min depending on the strip format. However several 

issues arising at bath area are limiting the increase of line speed up to and above 200 m/min. 

Among those topics, corrosion and wear of bath immersed hardware, skimming volumes and 

wiping conditions are of major importance. In the frame of the European project “High Speed 

Galvanizing” (RFCS-2017-800769) involving a large consortium of companies across Europe, one 

objective was notably to develop a strip stabilization device able to act directly at wiping level. 

During that project CRM Group and its partners have pushed the limits of strip stabilization 

under TRL-5 conditions at low industrial speed (Z150 at 80 m/min) on its Annealing and Hot-Dip 

Galvanizing Pilot Line. For that purpose hydrodynamic strip stabilizing pads (WO2017129391) 

acting on both sides of the strip have been placed very close to the wiping level. As well, the 

damping parameters of pads supports were optimized thanks to a dedicated Finite Element model of 

the line, which has been validated based on the measurements of a remote laser vibrometer. 

As a result, a flat shape and stable running strip could be achieved right between air knives. 

Precisely, extremely low residual strip displacements were measured even under forced vibrations 

representative of harsh industrial working conditions (i.e. from 1.2 mm-RMS without stabilization 

down to 0.2 mm-RMS with stabilization). Finally, the coated product so-obtained was characterized 

with a similar reduction of final coating thickness variations (i.e. from 2.5 µm-StDev without 

stabilization down to 0.5 µm-StDev with stabilization). 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

In modern galvanizing lines, the limitations to higher productivity include the increased dross 

production with more frequent related operations at bath, the increased wear of immersed material 

inducing strip vibrations, the management of strip shape and residual cross-bow at wiping level, and 

the splashing of liquid metal generated by a necessary higher wiping pressure balancing a thicker 

liquid wave, leading to coating defects, more skimmings and dirty equipment. 

Indeed in the hot-dip galvanizing of steel sheet, the stabilization of the moving strip as it emerges 

from the galvanizing bath is of major importance as high stability and flat shape of the strip in front 
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of wipers is needed for efficient wiping and homogeneous coating gauge leading to high quality 

products. 

Hopefully stabilizing the strip with zinc pads can be very effective thanks to the density and the 

viscosity of liquid zinc. From that basis CRM has tested and patented (WO2017129391) the 

concept of hydrodynamic (HD) zinc pads in order to reach the targeted benefits of stabilizing the 

strip right under the gas wipers (maybe complementary to an electromagnetic stabilizer acting 

above such wipers) while adjusting temporarily both strip shape and pass line between gas knives 

closer to the ideal plane through the elastic deformation of the strip (cf. Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). 

 

 
Fig. 1. Strip residual crossbow and vibrations at wiping level (top view). 

 

           
Fig. 2. left: working principle of HD strip stabilization at wiping level (side view) – right: HD zinc 

pads in action at CRM pilot line (80 m/min, CW: 10.8µm / Z145) 

 

 

2. NUMERICAL MODELS OF HOT-DIP GALVANIZING LINES 

 

A first effort started with the development of finite element (FE) numerical models by the 

LTAS-VIS laboratory of the Aerospace and Mechanical Engineering Department of ULiège, of 

both the narrow strip CRM Annealing and Hot-Dip Galvanizing Pilot Line, and a full width typical 

industrial line. The objective was to draw the sensitivity of strip vibrations to defects in immersed 

hardware, and to highlight the capabilities offered by HD pads. The validation of the first model has 

been possible based on the analysis of data from former (cf. Fig. 2) and consecutive CRM pilot trial. 

Future industrial data are still necessary to validate the corresponding model and to allow the 

optimization of pads location according notably to line conditions and effective strip format. 

 

2.1. Basic model and preliminary trials 

 

The strip was assumed to be free of initial geometric defects (flatness, coil set, crossbow, or 

waviness) and considered “at rest” (no effect of longitudinal velocity on vibrations). The necessary 
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translation and rotation blockages were given to sink roll, top roll and corrector roll and strip 

tension was introduced as an initial pre-stress. Cooling sections consists here of two sets of air pads 

acting on each side of the strip (cf. Fig. 3). Off-trial measurements have highlighted that each single 

air pad presents an equivalent stiffness, constant and proportional to box pressure. Cooling sections 

introduce also a stochastic excitations, whose amplitude were tuned in relation to vibrations 

amplitude at wipers. Finally, an equivalent rotation stiffness had to be added to consider the 

influence of the air film on the torsion modes according to the theory. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Layout of the pilot line and HD zinc pads mass-spring model. 

 

During former trials, a rotating valve placed in the feeding duct of AP#1 section last box 

(globally turned off, cf. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) was used to produce pure harmonic excitations. In 

contrast, HD pads were located at ZHD distance from wipers, and acting on each strip side. Their 

pivots were attached to air cylinders, and coupled to a spring-dashpot in a discrete mass-spring 

system (mHD, kHD, cHD), where the applied force FHD was balanced by the hydrodynamic reaction at 

pad-strip liquid interface (cf. Fig. 3). 

 

2.2. Modal analysis and frequency response 

 

A modal analysis of the strand without HD pads has been made using a 3D-Shell finite element 

(FE) model. The equivalent stiffness of each air cushion was tuned to fit first frequency measured 

during pre-tests under same tension. Frequencies and shape modes so obtained (cf. Fig. 4) are 

slightly sensitive to tension but remain unaffected by temperature. 

Cooling sections both excite and stabilize strip vibrations. Therefore, modal damping was 

assumed to increase sharply with frequency. The response over 300 s has been simulated out of any 

transient effect: calculated amplitudes for a natural excitation were close to the measured values 

(~0.50 mm-RMS) but with some variations (±10%). The same exercise has been made simulating a 

pulsating feeding pressure for a single box in AP#1, to produce a harmonic force close to the first 

natural frequency of the strip. In that case amplitudes were bigger (~1.80 mm-RMS) but variations 

were lesser (±7%). 

Considering the model of HD pads, simulated vibrations at wipers were here close to measured 

amplitudes. However frequencies and mode shapes are slightly modified compared to the reference 



case. Consequently, forced vibrations amplitudes close to strip resonance are smaller (~0.55 mm-

RMS) and with even less variations (±4%). 

 

 
Fig. 4. Mode-shapes of the strip - 3D-shell model, given strip tension (stab. OFF). 

 

Finally, the strip was excited at different frequencies and amplitudes (0 to 8 Hz) using a pulsating 

pressure at air pad AP♯1. Measured and simulated frequency responses are compared hereafter, 

without and with HD zinc stabilization pads (cf. Fig. 5). 

 

 
Fig. 5. Frequency responses without (a) and with (b) HD zinc pads. 

 

2.3. Influence of strip tension uniformity and damping conditions 

 

Compared to a reference situation, simulations have first confirmed that a non-uniform strip 

tension alters vibration amplitudes: higher at the loose fiber, smaller at the tensed fiber. Then an 

optimization of pads parameters has considered successively: distance to wipers ZHD, stiffness kHD, 

and damping cHD, under uniform strip tension and random excitation at APC sections. Accordingly, 

HD stabilization performances increase when pads are close to wipers (< ZHD) and when stiffness 

(> kHD) increases, the latter to be nevertheless limited to avoid problems at pads actuator or even 

dry contacts between pads and strip with long centers. However damping cHD has a drastic effect on 

vibrations (2.5 to 3 ratio), while it alters strip natural frequencies and bending modes. 

 

2.4. Important additional excitation modes 

 

Additional cases needed to be considered as well as they highlight strong benefits to be gained 

with HD pads stabilization. Indeed, the presence of a defect on the sink roll such as wear at the 



bearings can be simulated as a prescribed displacement “d” of the sink roll (assumed < 15 mm) 

inducing vertical and horizontal harmonic forces on the strip. 

 

d = e sin Ω t (1) 

 

where Ω = v / R = angular speed v = strip linear velocity  

   R = radius of sink roll  e = eccentricity (e.g. due to wear defect) 

 

This first case corresponds to the horizontal component, perpendicular to strip plane. Without 

stabilizer, a small peak appears in the PSD plot at the frequency related to sink roll rotational speed. 

When the stabilization system is active response amplitudes are consequently smaller and the 

horizontal influence of any sink roll defect is also minor. The second case corresponds to a 

timewise variation of strip tension, possibly caused by an imbalanced sink roll, wear defect at roll 

bearings, vibration of roll supporting arms or even by vibrations induced in the kinematic chain 

constituting the line itself. 

Without stabilizer, and for an excitation frequency two times the first natural bending frequency 

of the strip, a parametric instability occurs, leading to vibration amplitudes growing to infinity in a 

truly short lapse of time (cf. Fig. 6–a). In the case of CRM pilot line, the excitation frequency for 

instability corresponds to a critical velocity of 643 m/min. But in the industrial case, the natural 

frequency is lower and the velocity is about 190 m/min, which is incompatible with a high-speed 

process. 

With stabilizer, the instability disappears when damping is added to the stabilizer (cf. Fig. 6–c vs. 

Fig. 6–b). However, the threshold for instability is intricately linked to both the level of the tension 

modulation and the magnitude of damping. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Simulation results for widthwise uniform tension, 10% timewise variation (a) without 

stabilization, (b) stab. ON – 0 N.s/mm, (c) stab. ON – 200 N.s/mm. 

 

2.5. Model validation 

 

The validation of the ULiège finite element model described here above was achieved based on 

recordings from V2i sensors, obtained during off-trial tests and during the pilot trial. The extension 

of the model to industrial conditions and validation by continuous on-line measurements should 

provide a complete view of the subject. 

At first, the basic modal response of the strip was obtained by off-trial “hammer” shock 

excitations at various pre-defined locations. A second approach was tested during pilot trial, 

depending on the nature of vibrations, the presence of stabilization, and the use of a distant laser 

vibrometer, able to measure strip speed at high frequency (~1 kHz). 

To fit the model, recorded displacements have been compared with numerical ones at the laser 

spot location, along 60 s span time series under natural vibrations and without stabilization. By 

adjusting damping ratio and modal damping, a precise frequency match has been obtained thanks to 



an Operational Modal Analysis (OMA) and a Covariance-Driven Stochastic Subspace Identification 

(SSI) method applied on the recorded signal. That has led also to a good match between simulations 

and recorded signal, with some differences since the excitation was simulated by a pure sine 

function, while pilot trial involved one-direction short air pulses creating higher order harmonics. 

 

2.6. Upscaling to industrial dimensions 

 

To simulate the dynamic response of an actual line, the initial model has been scaled up to the 

following industrial strip formats: 1.0 x 1500 mm / 0.5 x 2000 mm / 2 x 1000 mm. 

Same strip tension than previously was applied, HD and APC parameters were kept the same, all 

leading to the modal analysis of the vertical strand (cf. Table 1). 

 
Table 1. Five first modes of the scaled line model (strip format: 1.0 x 1500 mm). 

 
 

Particularly, the results obtained for the thinner-wider case present a second bending mode along 

strip width. But also, asides from splashing problems at highest speed, the risk of instability in that 

case forces the need of a HD stabilizer under the air knives. 

As a conclusion, the preparation of any prospective industrial trial will demand first to study 

their integration in the process specifications, but also to identify the optimal relative location of 

few HD pads along strip width, in various industrial conditions. 

 

 

3. ZINC PILOT TRIAL 

 

The trial at CRM pilot line was prepared as summarized hereafter and described by the following 

set-up at bath and overall layout (Picture 1 and Fig. 7): 

• Strip vibrations were induced using a set of electronic air-pulse actuators placed under the 

APC section and tuned to obtain suitable amplitude at wipers; 

• Pads support damping parameters (kHD, cHD) and distance to wiping line (ZHD) were 

optimized aiming at minimized vibration amplitudes at wiping level; 

• In addition to low frequency line signals (1 Hz), various signals associated to strip vibrations 

were sampled at moderate sampling rate 50 Hz: strip tension at top roll, strip 

displacements at wiping level (inductive sensors: motor, center and operator sides), pad 

actuators temperature, and pads temperature; 

• A distant high frequency laser vibrometer (1 kHz) was also placed at mid-height of the 

strand (cf. Fig. 7) to measure strip speed perpendicular to its plane for further validation 

of the finite element model of the line. 



Considering low industrial speed (80 m/min) and moderate coating gauge (10 µm/side) the 

conditions assessed during this pilot trial were: 

• Natural strip vibrations vs. Forced vibrations, close to strip resonance; 

• No stabilization vs. With HD stabilization, at 40 mm from wiping line. 

 

 
Picture 1. Set-up at the zinc bath. 

 

 
Fig. 7. General layout at CRM Annealing and Hot-Dip Galvanizing Pilot Line. 

 



3.1. Strip vibrations 

 

Strip displacements have been recorded slightly above wiping level using inductive sensors, then 

reported at wiping level. The damping performances obtained (cf. Fig. 8) using HD stabilization 

have led to about –80% reduction (5 ratio) of natural strip vibrations and up to –87.5% reduction 

(8 ratio) of forced strip vibrations, close to strip resonance, representative of harsh industrial 

conditions (e.g. high APC blowing power). 

 

 
Fig. 8. Performances achieved on strip vibrations reported at wiping line. 

 

3.2. Strip tension at top roll 

 

During that trial, tension variations were notably increased under forced strip vibrations (+36%). 

But thanks to the correcting and dampening action of HD stabilization, those variations are brought 

back to the natural case. 

 

3.3. Strip vibrations at vibrometer 

 

We have observed a large decrease of strip vibrations amplitude at laser spot level (i.e. at mid-

height of AP#2 section, cf. Fig. 7) in the case of forced vibrations with HD stabilization. From that 

base, the validation of the FE model has been confirmed and its extension to industrial conditions 

on wide formats have been pursued (cf. Table 1). 

 

3.4. Performances achieved 

 

HD stabilization performances achieved during that pilot trial are expressed here as the 

comparison between recorded displacements of strip center reported at wiping line, and strip-length 

manual coating thickness measurements on top side, and their standard deviation, under both forced 

and natural vibrations (cf. Fig. 9): 

 

Forced “industrial” strip vibrations: –87% →   top side forced coating variations: –80% 

Natural “pilot” strip vibrations: –80% →   top side natural coating variations: –17% 



 
Fig. 9. Performances achieved on lengthwise coating uniformity (top side). 

 

 

4. INDUSTRIAL POINT OF VIEW 

 

According to the performances obtained at pilot level, the industrial application of HD zinc pads 

to the stabilization, the elastic shape correction and the fine pass-line tuning of the running strip at 

wiping level suggests an innovative solution to an old problem, possibly leading to process 

improvements while somewhat disturbing habits in that area. 

Nevertheless, before any implementation on any industrial line, many points still need to be 

addressed, notably regarding the optimal distribution of HD pads across strip width depending on 

process working conditions and strip format, the long-term sustainable use of pads regarding liquid 

metal corrosion and dross build-up, or even the automation of such system regarding weld passages 

and format changes. The preparation of industrial trials will thus demand additional team efforts 

including numerical simulations, FMEA study, … etc. 

 

 

5. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Based on an intensive preparation involving numerical modelling by ULiège, validated by 

frequency and modal analyses by V2i, a TRL-5 pilot trial has been conducted with success on the 

CRM Annealing and Hot-Dip Galvanizing Pilot Line, aiming at evaluating performances of HD 

stabilization, leading in all cases to a flat and stable strip in front of air knives: 

• A strong reduction of strip vibrations at wiping level, under extreme “industrial” forced 

conditions (-87%, close to strip resonance) or softer “pilot” natural conditions (-80%). 

• An improved lengthwise coating uniformity in the common 10 µm thickness industrial target 

range by significantly reducing both forced (-80%) and natural coating variations (-17%). 

Consequently, based on V2i laser spot vibrometer measurements in the after-pot cooling section, 

the ULiège finite element model of CRM pilot line has been extended to the industrial case with 

various strip format and target line speeds, confirming the benefits to be gained from HD Pads strip 

stabilization right under the wiping line. 

In the future, industrial trials might confirm those performances, depending on damping 

conditions and optimal distribution of few pairs of HD pads along strip width. 
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